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Abstract 

 
Soft set theory, proposed by Molodtsov has been regarded as an effective 

mathematical tool to deal with uncertainties. Vague set is a set of objects, each of 

which has a grade of membership whose value is a continuous subinterval of [0, 

1]. Such a set is characterized by a truth-membership function and a false-

membership function. Thus, a vague set is actually a form of fuzzy set, albeit a 

more accurate form of fuzzy set. Hence the concept of vague soft sets were 

introduced as an extension to the notion of soft sets, as a means to overcome the 

problem of assigning a suitable value for the grade of membership of an element 

in a set since the exact grade of membership may be unknown. Hence using the 

concept of vague soft sets, we are able to ascertain that the grade of membership 

of an element lies within a certain closed interval which can help to overcome the 

problems faced when using ordinary soft sets or fuzzy soft sets. In this paper, we 

introduce the novel concept of idealistic vague soft rings and vague soft ring 

homomorphism in Rosenfeld’s sense. The notion of idealistic vague soft rings is 

an extension to the concept of vague soft rings and vague soft ideals of a ring. The 

basic properties and structural characteristics of these concepts are also studied 

and discussed.  
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1 Introduction 
 

Many complicated problems in economics, engineering, environment, social 

science, medical science and many other fields involve uncertain data. Problems 

of this nature which are frequently encountered in our daily lives cannot be solved 

using classical mathematical methods. There are several well-known theories and 

mathematical tools that can be used to describe uncertainties such as fuzzy set 

theory [8] and rough set theory [14]. Molodtsov [4] pointed out that all these 

theories have their inherent difficulties and weaknesses and introduced the 

concept of soft sets as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties that 

is free from the difficulties affecting the existing methods.  

 The algebraic structure of soft sets has also been studied by some authors. 

Aktas and Cagman [6] introduced the notion of soft groups and compared soft sets 

to the related concepts of fuzzy sets and rough sets. Sezgin and Atagün [3] 

defined the notion of normalistic soft groups and corrected some of the 

problematic cases in paper by Aktas and Cagman [6]. Aygunoglu and Aygun [1] 

introduced the notion of fuzzy soft groups based on Rosenfeld’s [2] definition of a 

fuzzy subgroup of a group and studied several concepts related to it such as the 

notion of fuzzy soft homomorphism. Furthermore, Acar et al. [10] introduced the 

notion of soft rings as well as other related concepts such as soft ideals of soft 

rings, idealistic soft rings and soft ring homomorphism. A soft ring which is a 

parametrized family of subrings extends the notion of a ring to include the 

algebraic structures of soft sets. Ghosh, Binda and Samanta [7] on the other hand,  

introduced the notion of fuzzy soft rings and fuzzy soft ideals and studied some of 

its algebraic properties. Inan and Ozturk [5] concurrently studied the notion of 

fuzzy soft rings and fuzzy soft ideals but they dealt with these concepts in a more 

detailed manner compared to Ghosh et al. [7]. The duo introduced the notion of 

fuzzy soft rings, fuzzy soft subrings, fuzzy soft ideals and fuzzy soft ring 

homomorphisms.  

 One of the main problems faced in the real world is that objects in the 

universal set often does not precisely satisfy the parameters associated to each of 

the elements in a set. The notion of fuzzy soft sets [9] only partially resolves this 

problem. Xu et al. [13] introduced the notion of vague soft sets which is a 

combination of the notion of vague sets and soft sets as an improvement to the 

notion of fuzzy soft sets. This concept can be used to better represent the 

vagueness of the parameters associated to each of the elements in a set.  

In this paper, we introduce the notions of idealistic vague soft rings and 

vague soft ring homomorphism using Rosenfeld’s [2] approach. Finally several  
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basic discoveries pertaining to these concepts are given and some important 

properties of these concepts are studied and discussed.     

 

 

2 Preliminaries 
 

   In this section, we present some basic definitions and concepts pertaining to soft 

set theory, the algebraic structures of soft sets and vague sets. We then present  

some important definitions and concepts on vague soft set theory introduced by 

Xu et al. [13].  

Molodtsov [4] defined a soft set in the following manner.     

    Let � be an initial universe set, � be a set of parameters, � ⊆ � and ���� be 

the power set of �.  

 

Definition 2.1 ([4]). A pair ��, ��  is called a soft set over � , where �  is a 

mapping given by �: �	 → ���� . In other words, a soft set over �  is a 

parameterized family of subsets of the universe � . For 	�	� , ���  may be 

considered as the set of  � elements of the soft set ��, ��  or as the  �approximate elements of the soft set.   

 

Definition 2.2 ([9]).  Let � be an initial universe set and � be a set of parameters. 

Let ���� denote the fuzzy power set of �. Let � ⊂ �. A pair ��, �� is called a 

fuzzy soft set over �, where � is a mapping given by �: � → ����. 
 

Definition 2.3 ([10])  Let ��, �� be non-null soft set over a ring �. Then ��, �� is 

called a soft ring over � if ���� is a subring of � for all �	�	�.  

 

Definition 2.4 ([10])  Let ��, �� be a non-null soft set over � . Then ��, �� is 

called an idealistic soft ring over � if ���� is an ideal of � for all �	�	Supp	��, ��. 
 

Definition 2.5 ([11])  A fuzzy set � in a ring � is called a fuzzy subring of � (in 

Rosenfeld’s sense) if, for all �, �	�	�, the following requirements are met: 

(i) ��� � �� � min�����, �����  and  

(ii) ����� � min�����, �����. 
 

Definition 2.6 ([11])  A fuzzy set � in a ring � is called a fuzzy left (resp. right) 

ideal of � (in Rosenfeld’s sense) if, for all �, �	�	�, the following requirements 

are met: 

(i) ��� � �� � min�����, �����  and  

(ii) ����� � ����  �resp.		����� � ����#.  

 

Definition 2.7 ([5])  Let ��, �� be a fuzzy soft set over �. Then, ��, �� is said to 

be a fuzzy soft ring over � if ���� is a fuzzy subring of � for all �	�	�.  
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Definition 2.8 ([5])  Let ��, �� and �$, %� be two fuzzy soft rings over �. Then ��, �� is a fuzzy soft subring of �$, %� if  
(i) �	 ⊂ %  and  

(ii) ��&� is a fuzzy subring of $�&�, for all &	�	�.  

 

Definition 2.9 ([5]) Let ��, �� and �$, %� be two fuzzy soft rings over � and ' 

respectively. And let (: �	 → ' and ): �	 → % be two functions. Then we say that �(, )� is a fuzzy soft ring homomorphism, of the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) ( is a homomorphism from � onto ', 

(ii) ) is a mapping from � onto %,  

(iii) (�����# * $�)���# for all �	�	�. 

 

Definition 2.10 ([12]).  Let +  be a space of points (objects) with a generic 

element of +  denoted by � . A vague set  ,  in +  is characterized by a truth-

membership function -.: +	 → /0, 12  and a false-membership function (.: +	 →/0, 12. The value -.��� is a lower bound on the grade of membership of � derived 

from the evidence for � and (.��� is a lower bound on the negation of � derived 

from the evidence against �. The values -.��� and (.��� both associate a real 

number in the interval /0, 12 with each point in +, where   -.��� 3 (.��� 4 1. 
This approach bounds the grade of membership of � to a subinterval /-.���, 1 �(.���2 of /0, 12.	Hence a vague set is a form of fuzzy set.  

 

Definition 2.11 ([13]). A pair ��5, �� is called a vague soft set over � where �5 is a 

mapping given by �5: �	 → ,��� and ,��� is the power set of vague sets on �. In 

other words, a vague soft set over � is a parametrized family of vague sets of the 

universe �. Every set �5�&� for all &	�	�, from this family may be considered as 

the set of & �approximate elements of the vague soft set ��5, ��. Hence the vague 

soft set ��5, �� can be viewed as consisting of a collection of approximations of the 

following form: ��5, �# * 6�5�&7�:	8 * 1, 2, 3, … < * �=->5�?@���7�, 1 � (>5�?@���7�A/�7: 8 * 1, 2, 3,… �	 
for all &	�	� and for all �	�	�. 

 

Definition 2.12 ([13]).  For two vague soft sets ��5, �� and �C5, %� over a universe �, ��5, �� is said to be a vague soft subset of �C5, %#,	if �	 ⊆ % and for all D	�	�, �5�D� and C5�D� are identical approximations.  

 

Definition 2.13 ([13]). Let ��5, �� be a vague soft set. The support of ��5, ��, 

denoted by Supp��5, �� is defined as follows: Supp��5, �# * ��	�	+ ∶ 	 ->5F��� G 0		and		1 � (>5F��� G 0� for all D	�	�.  

Definition 2.14 ([13]).  The union (resp. intersection) of two vague soft sets ��5, ��  and �C5, %�  over a universe + , denoted by ��5, �# ∪K 	�	resp.		 ∩K��C5, %# *�$M, N#, is a vague soft set �$M, N# where N * � ∪ % and for all O	�	N and for all  
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 �	�	+,  

       -PMQ��� * 	R	-S5Q���																																																																										O	�	% � �,-S5Q���																																																																											O	�	% � �,max	�resp.min��->5Q���, -S5Q���	#																										O	�	% ∩ �	 
and        

1 � (PMQ��� * 	R	1 � (S5Q���																																																																											O	�	% � �,1 � (S5Q���																																																																												O	�	% � �,max�resp. min��1 � (>5Q���, 1 � (S5Q���	#																			O	�	% ∩ �.  
In this case we write $MU��� * �5U��� ∪K �resp.		 ∩K�C5U��� for all �	�	+. 

 

Definition 2.15 ([13]).  If ��5, �#  and �C5, %#  are two vague soft sets over �,	“��5, �#  and �C5, %#” (resp. ��5, �#  or �C5, %#”), denoted by ��5, �# ∧K 	�C5, %# 
(resp. ��5, �# ∨K 	�C5, %#)  is defined by        ��5, �# ∧K 	�C5, %# * �$M, �	 X %# 

where                         -PM�Y,Z���� * min�resp.max�� ->5Y���, -S5Z����	 
and                     1 � (PM�Y,Z���� * min�resp.max�� 1 � (>5�Y����	, 1 � (S5�Z����� , 
for all �[, \��	� X % and for all �	�	�.  

 
Definition 2.16 ([13]). The restricted intersection or bi-intersection (resp. 

restricted union or bi-union) of two vague soft sets ��5, ��  and �C5, %�  over a 

universe + , denoted by ��5, �# ⋒̂ 	�C5, %# * �$M, N#  (resp. ��5, �# ∪K_ 	 �C5, %# *�$M, N#� is a vague soft set �$M, N# where N * � ∩ % and for all O	�	N and for all �	�	+, 

                               -PMQ��� * min�resp.max� `->5Q���, -S5Q���a 

and                 	1 � (PMQ��� * min�resp.max� `1 � (>5Q���, 1 � (S5Q���a. 

That is, $MU��� * �5U��� ∩ �resp.		 ∪�C5U��� for all �	�	+. 

 

Definition 2.17 ([16]). Let � be a ring and let ��5, �� be a non-null vague soft set 

over �. Then ��5, �� is called a vague soft ring over � if and only if for each D	�	� 

and for all �, �	�	�, 

(i) �5b�� 3 �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a, 

(ii) �5b���� � �5b���,  
(iii) �5b��. �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a. 

Thus for each D	�	�, �5b is a vague subring in Rosenfeld’s sense.   

Theorem 2.18 ([16]). Let ��5, �� be a non-null vague soft set over �. Then ��5, �� 
is called a vague soft ring over � if and only if, for each D	�	� and for all �, �	�	�, 

the following conditions hold:   
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(i) �5b�� � �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a, 

(ii) �5b��. �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a. 

Definition 2.19 ([16]). Let �cd, �� be a non-null vague soft set over �. Then �cd, �� 
is called a vague soft left (resp. right) ideal of � if and only if, for each D	�	� and 

for all �, �	�	�, the following conditions hold:   

(i) cdb�� � �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a, 

(ii) cdb��. �� � cdb���  (resp. cdb��. �� � cdb���). 
Thus for each D	�	�, cdb is a vague left (resp. right) ideal in Rosenfeld’s sense.  

 

Definition 2.20 ([16]). Let �cd, �� be a non-null vague soft set over �. Then �cd, �� 
is called a vague soft ideal of � if and only if, for each D	�	� and for all �, �	�	�, 

the following conditions hold:   

(i) cdb�� � �� � min `cdb���, cdb���a, 

(ii) cdb��. �� � max `cdb���, cdb���a 

Thus for each D	�	�, cdb is a vague ideal in Rosenfeld’s sense.  

 

 

3 Idealistic Vague Soft Rings 
 

   In this section, we introduce the notion of idealistic vague soft rings in 

Rosenfeld’s sense and study several properties related to this notion. This notion 

is an extension to the concepts of vague soft rings and vague soft ideals 

introduced by Selvachandran & Abdul Razak (2012) [16].  

 

Throughout this paper, let ��, 3, ⋅� be a ring, � be a parameter set and � ⊆ �. 

For the sake of simplicity, we will denote the ring ��, 3, ⋅� simply as �. 

 

Definition 3.1  Let ��5, �� be a non-null vague soft set over � . Then ��5, �� is 

called an idealistic vague soft ring over �  if �5b���  is a vague ideal of �  (in 

Rosenfeld’s sense) for all �	�	Supp��5, �� . That is for all D	�	�  and for all �, �	�	'fgg��5, �� the following conditions hold:   

(i) �5b�� � �� � min `�5b���, �5b���a, 

(ii) �5b��. �� � max `�5b���, �5b���a. 

It is to be noted that every idealistic vague soft ring over � is a vague soft ring of  �. However the converse is generally not true.  

 

Proposition 3.2  Let ��5, �� be a non-null vague soft set over � and let % ⊂ �. If  
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 ��5, �� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � , then ��5, %� is also an idealistic 

vague soft ring over � provided it is non-null.  

 

Proof.  Since ��5, �� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �, �5b��� is a vague ideal 

of � (in Rosenfeld’s sense) for all �	�	Supp��5, ��. Since % ⊂ �, ��5, %� is a vague 

soft subgroup of ��5, �� . Therefore, �5h���  is a vague ideal of ��5, ��  (in 

Rosenfeld’s sense) for all �	�	Supp��5, %�. This implies that �5h��� is a vague ideal 

of � for all �	�	Supp��5, %� since ��5, %� is a vague soft subgroup of ��5, ��. Hence ��5, %� is also an idealistic vague soft ring over �.                                                 ∎ 

 

Theorem 3.3   Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over �. Then  ��5, �# ∩K 	�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � if it is non-

null.  

Proof.   By Definition 2.14, we can write ��5, �# ∩K 	�C5, %# * �$M, N# , where N * � ∪ % and   

$MU��� * 	j�5U���																																			if	O	�	� � %,C5U���																																		if	O	�	% � �,�5U��� ∩ C5U���																		if	O	�	% ∩ �  

for all O	�	N and for all �	�	�.  

 

Case 1:  O	�	� � %. Then $MU��� * �5U��� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � 

since ��5, �� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Case 2:  O	�	% � �. Then $MU��� * C5U��� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � 

since �C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Case 3:  O	�	� ∩ %. Then $MU��� * �5U��� ∩ C5U���. 
Therefore,                $MU�� � �� * �5U�� � �� ∩ C5U�� � �� 
                                                   � min `�5U���, �5U���a ∩ min `C5U���, C5U���a 

                                                   * min l`�5U��� ∩ C5U���a , `�5U��� ∩ C5U���am 

                                                   * min `$MU���, $MU���a 

and                              $MU��. �� * �5U��. �� ∩ C5U��. �� 
                                                   � max `�5U���, �5U���a ∩ max `C5U���, C5U���a 

                                                   * max l`�5U��� ∩ C5U���a , `�5U��� ∩ C5U���am 																																																									* max `$MU���, $MU���a. 

Thus, $MU��� * �5U��� ∩ C5U���  is also an idealistic vague soft ring over �  by 

Definition 3.1. Thus, in any case, $MU��� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

Hence, ��5, �# ∩K �C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.                              ∎                                   
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Theorem 3.4  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over R. Then ��5, �# ∪K 	�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over R if � and % are 

disjoint. 

 

Proof.   The proof is straightforward by the proof of Theorem 3.3.                       ∎ 

 

Theorem 3.5  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over R. Then ��5, �# ∧K 	�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � if it is non-

null.  

 

Proof.   Let ��5, �# ∧K 	�C5, %# * �$M, � X %#.  Then for all �[, \�	�	� X % and for 

all  �	�	Supp	�$M, � X %# we have, -PM�Y,Z���� * min� ->5Y���, -S5Z����	 and   1 � (PM�Y,Z���� * min� 1 � (>5Y���	, 1 � (S5Z����  i.e. $M�n,o���� * �5�n���� ∩C5	�o����. Since ��5, �# and �C5, %# are both non-null, the basic intersection between 

them must be non-null too. Therefore for all �[, \�	�	� X %  and for all  �	�	Supp	�$M, � X %# we have, 

      $M�n,o��� � �� * �5�n��� � �� ∩ C5�o��� � �� 
                              � min`�5�n����, �5�n����a ∩ min `C5�o����, C5�o����a 

                              * min l`�5�n���� ∩ C5�o����a , `�5�n���� ∩ C5�o����am 

                              * min `$M�n,o����, $M�n,o����a 

and    $M�n,o���. �� * �5�n���. �� ∩ C5�o���. �� 
                              � max `�5�n����, �5�n����a ∩ 	max `C5�o����, C5�o����a 

                              * max l`�5�n���� ∩ C5�o����a , `�5�n���� ∩ C5�o����am 

                              * max `$M�n,o����, $M�n,o����a 

Thus, $M�n,o���� * �5�n���� ∩ C5	�o���� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �  by 

Definition 3.1. Hence ��5, �# ∧K 	�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.      ∎                                                  

 

Theorem 3.6  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over R. Then ��5, �# ∨K 	�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over � if it is non-

null. 

Proof.   The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.5.                                              ∎                                                                                       

Definition 3.7   Let ��5, �# be a non-null idealistic vague soft ring over �. Then 

we have the following: 

(i) ��5, �# is said to be a trivial idealistic vague soft ring if �5b��� * �0� 
for all �	�	Supp	��5, �� and the truth membership function and the false 

membership function of ��5, �# are defined as follows: 
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->5Y��� * 1 � (>5Y��� * p1														if			�5b��� * �0�,0																						otherwise	 
                  for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. 
 

(ii) ��5, �#  is said to be a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �  if �5b��� * � for all �	�	Supp	��5, �� and the truth membership function 

and the false membership function of ��5, �# are defined as follows: ->5Y��� * 1 � (>5Y��� * p1																	if			�5b��� * �,0																						otherwise	 
                 for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. 
 

Example 3.8  Let � * uv * �0, 1, 2, 3, 4� and let � * uv � �0� * �1, 2, 3, 4�. Let ��5, ��  be an idealistic vague soft ring over �, where �5: �	 → ,��� is a set-valued 

function defined by �5��� * ��	�	�:	��. ��vxy * ��. ��z * 1� ∪ �0�. 
The truth membership functions and the false membership functions of ��5, �� is 

given by:            ->5Y��� *   1 � (>5Y��� * p1																						if			��. ��z * 1,0																													otherwise	 
for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. 
 

Then, �5�1� * �1, 2, 3, 4� ∪ �0� * �0, 1, 2, 3, 4� * �,  �5�2� * �1, 2, 3, 4� ∪ �0� * �0, 1, 2, 3, 4� * �,  �5�3� * �1, 2, 3, 4� ∪ �0� * �0, 1, 2, 3, 4� * � and  �5�4� * �1, 2, 3, 4� ∪ �0� * �0, 1, 2, 3, 4� * �,  

 

Therefore we have, �5y��� * �/1, 12/0, /1, 12/1, /1, 12/2, /1, 12/3, /1, 12/4�	, �5{��� * �/1, 12/0, /1, 12/1, /1, 12/2, /1, 12/3, /1, 12/4�	, �5|��� * �/1, 12/0, /1, 12/1, /1, 12/2, /1, 12/3, /1, 12/4�	 and  �5z��� * �/1, 12/0, /1, 12/1, /1, 12/2, /1, 12/3, /1, 12/4�	. 
 

Since �5b��� * � for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��, ��5, �� is a whole idealistic vague soft 

ring over � . Now let �C5, ��  be an idealistic vague soft ring over � , where C5: �	 → ,��� is a set-valued function defined by C5��� * ��	�	�:		�. � * 0�. 
The truth membership functions and the false membership functions of �C5, �� is 

given by:          -S5Y��� *  1 � (S5Y��� * }1																														if	�. � * 0,0																													otherwise	 
for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. 
 

Then, C5�1� * �0�, C5�2� * �0�, C5�3� * �0� and C5�4� * �0�. Thus we have, C5y��� * �/1, 12/0, /0, 02/1, /0, 02/2, /0, 02/3, /0, 02/4�, C5{��� * �/1, 12/0, /0, 02/1, /0, 02/2, /0, 02/3, /0, 02/4�, 
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 C5|��� * �/1, 12/0, /0, 02/1, /0, 02/2, /0, 02/3, /0, 02/4�	 and  C5z��� * �/1, 12/0, /0, 02/1, /0, 02/2, /0, 02/3, /0, 02/4�. 
 

Since C5b��� * �0� for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��, ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft 

ring over �.                                                                                                             ∎ 

 

Theorem 3.9   Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over �. Then the following holds: 

(i) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are trivial idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∩K �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

(ii) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are whole idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∩K �C5, %� is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

(iii) If ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � and �C5, %� is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over � , then ��5, �� ⋒̂ �C5, %�  is a 

trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

Proof.  By Definition 2.14, we can write ��5, �# ∩K 	�C5, %# * �$M, N# , where N * � ∪ % and   

$MU��� * 	j�5U���																																			if	O	�	� � %,C5U���																																		if	O	�	% � �,�5U��� ∩ C5U���																			if	O	�	% ∩ �  

for all O	�	N and for all �	�	�.  

 

(i) Since 	N * � ∪ % G ∅, it follows that either  O	�	� � %, O	�	% � �	 or O	�	� ∩ %. 

Case 1:  O	�	� � %. Then $MU��� * �5U��� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � since ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Case 2:  O	�	% � �. Then $MU��� * C5U��� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � since �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Case 3:  O	�	� ∩ %. Then $MU��� * �5U��� ∩ C5U��� and -PMQ��� * min�->5Q���, 	-S5Q���� and 1 � (PMQ��� * min61 � (>5Q���, 1 � (S5Q���<. 
Since both ��5, �� and �C5, %� are trivial idealistic vague soft rings over �, �5U��� *C5U��� * �0� for all �	�	Supp�$M, N�. Therefore, �5U��� ∩ C5U��� * �0� ∩ �0� * �0�.  
Thus, -PMQ��� * min6->5Q���, -S5Q���< * min�1, 1� * 1  and 1 � (PMQ��� *min61 � (>5Q���, 1 � (S5Q���< * min�1, 1� * 1.   

For all �	�	� � Supp	�$M, N� , ->5Q��� * -S5Q��� * 0  and 1 � (S5Q��� *1 � (>5Q��� * 0 . Thus, -PMQ��� * min6->5Q���, -S5Q���< * min�0, 0� * 0  and 1 �(PMQ��� * min61 � (>5Q���, 1 � (S5Q���< * min�0, 0� * 0.  

Therefore,           	-PMQ��� * 1 � (PMQ��� * p1						if			�		�		Supp�$M, N#,0																							otherwise. 
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Thus, $MU��� * �5U��� ∩ C5U���  is also an idealistic vague soft ring over �  by 

Definition 3.7. Thus, in any case, $MU��� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. Hence, ��5, �# ∩K �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �.                 ∎    

 

(ii) & (iii)    The proof is straightforward by the proof of (i) and can be easily 

obtained using Definition 3.7.                                                                                 ∎                                                                    

 

Theorem 3.10   Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over �. Then the following holds: 

(i) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are trivial idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∪K �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(ii) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are whole idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∪K �C5, %� is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

(iii) If ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � and �C5, %� is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over � , then ��5, �� ∪_ �C5, %�  is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Proof.   The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.9.                                              ∎ 

 

Theorem 3.11   Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over �. Then the following holds: 

(i) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are trivial idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∧K �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(ii) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are whole idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∧K �C5, %� is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(iii) If ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � and �C5, %� is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over �, then ��5, �� ∧K �C5, %� is a trivial 

idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Proof.   The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.9 and can be easily obtained 

using Definition 2.17.                                                                                              ∎   

 

Theorem 3.12   Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two non-null idealistic vague soft rings 

over �. Then the following holds: 

(i) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are trivial idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∨K �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(ii) If ��5, �� and �C5, %� are whole idealistic vague soft rings over �, then ��5, �� ∨K �C5, %� is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(iii) If ��5, �� is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over � and �C5, %� is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over �, then ��5, �� ∨K �C5, %� is a whole 

idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

 

Proof.   The proof is straightforward by the proof of Theorem 3.9 and can be  
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easily obtained using Definition 2.17.                                                                    ∎ 

 

 

4 Vague Soft Ring Homomorphism 
 

In this section, the concept of vague soft function as well as the concept of image 

and pre-image of a vague soft set under a vague soft function that were introduced 

by Selvachandran & Abdul Razak (2011) [15] will be used to define the notion of 

vague soft ring homomorphism. Furthermore, several properties of vague soft ring 

homomorphism are studied and investigated.  

 

Definition 4.1 ([15]).  Let �:� → ' and �: � → % be two functions, where � and % are the parameter sets for the crisp sets +  and �  respectively. Then the pair ��, �� is called a vague soft function from ��5, �� to �C5, %�.  
 

Definition 4.2 ([15]).  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two vague soft rings over � and ' 

respectively and let ��, �� is called a vague soft function from ��5, �� to �C5, %�. 
Then we have the following: 

(i) The image of ��5, �� under the vague soft function ��,��, denoted by ��, ����5, ��, is the  vague soft set over ', defined by ��, ����5, �# * `���5#, ����a, 

where ���5��b�#�����# * ���5�#��� for all �	�	���� and for all �	�	'.   

(ii) The pre-image of �C5, %� under the vague soft function ��, ��, denoted 

by ���, ��xy�C5, %# * `�xy�C5#, �xy�%�a, 

where �xy�C5b#��� * C5��b������#  for all D	�	�xy�%�  and for all �	�	�.   

If � and � are injective (surjective), then the vague soft function ��,�� is said to 

be injective (surjective).  

 

Definition 4.3  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two vague soft rings (idealistic vague soft 

rings) over �  and '  respectively and let ��, �� is called a vague soft function 

from ��5, �� to �C5, %� . Then ��, ��  is called a vague soft ring homomorphism 

(idealistic vague soft ring homomorphism) if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) � is a ring homomorphism from � into ', 

(ii) � is a mapping from � onto %, 

(iii) � `�5���a * C5�����# for all �	�	�. 

Then ��5, ��  is said to be vague soft homomorphic (idealistic vague soft 

homomorphic) to �C5, %� and this is denoted  by ��5, �#~�C5, %�. Furthermore, if � 

is a ring homomorphism from � to ' and if � is a bijective mapping from � onto %, then ��, �� is said to be a vague soft ring isomorphism (idealistic vague soft 

ring isomorphism). In this case, ��5, �� is said to be vague soft isomorphic  
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(idealistic vague soft isomorphic) to �C5, %� and this is denoted by ��5, �# ≅ �C5, %�.  
 

Theorem 4.4  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two idealistic vague soft rings over � and '  respectively. Let ��, ��  be a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, ��  to �C5, %�. Then `���5#, ����a is an idealistic vague soft ring over '.  

 

Proof.  Let ��5, �� be an idealistic vague soft ring over � . By Definition 3.1, ��5, �� is a non-null vague soft set and thus, `���5#, ����a is a non-null vague soft 

set too. Since ��, �� is a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, �� to �C5, %�, � 

is a mapping from �  onto % . Thus ���� * % . Now for each �	�	����  and �y, �{	�	Supp `���5#, ����a, there exists �y, �{	�	Supp��5, �# such that ���y� *�y and ���{� * �{. Then we have the following, 

                    ���5�#��y � �{� * � `�5���y � �{�a 

                                               � ��min `�5���y�, �5���{�a            (By Definition 3.1) 

                                               � min l� `�5���y�a , � `�5���{�am 

                                               � min `���5����y�, ���5����{�a 

and                 ���5�#��y. �{� * � `�5���y. �{�a 

                                               � ��max `�5���y�, �5���{�a           (By Definition 3.1) 

                                               � max l� `�5���y�a , � `�5���{�am 

                                               � max `���5����y�, ���5����{�a.  

Hence `���5#, ����a is an idealistic vague soft ring over '.                                 ∎                                        

 

Theorem 4.5  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two idealistic vague soft rings over � and '  respectively. Let ��, ��  be a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, ��  to �C5, %�. Then ��, ��xy�C5, %� is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.  

Proof.  Let �C5, %� be an idealistic vague soft ring over ' . By Definition 3.1, �C5, %� is a non-null vague soft set and therefore, ��, ��xy�C5, %� must be a non-

null vague soft set too. Now suppose that ��, ��  is a vague soft ring 

homomorphism from ��5, �� to �C5, %�. Then � is a mapping from � onto % which 

means that �xy�%� * � . Therefore by Definition 4.2, ��,��xy�C5, %# *`�xy�C5#, �xy�%�a , where �xy�C5b#��� * C5��b������#  for all D	�	�xy�%�  and �	�	�. Now let D	�	�xy�%� and �y, �{	�	Supp `��, ��xy�C5, %#a. Then there exists �y, �{	�	Supp�C5, %# such that �xy��y� * �y  and �xy��{� * �{ . Then it follows 

that: 

     �xy�C5b#��y � �{� * C5��b�����y � �{�#                               (By Definition 4.2) 
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                                     � min `C5��b�����y�#, C5��b�����{�#a   (By Definition 3.1) 

                                     � min `�xy�C5b#��y�, �xy�C5b#��{�a 

and   �xy�C5b#��y. �{� * C5��b�����y. �{�#                                 (By Definition 4.2) 

                                     � max `C5��b�����y�#, C5��b�����{�#a   (By Definition 3.1) 

                                     � max `�xy�C5b#��y�, �xy�C5b#��{�a. 

Hence ��, ��xy�C5, %# is an idealistic vague soft ring over �.                               ∎                                                       

 

Theorem 4.6  Let ��5, �� and �C5, %� be two idealistic vague soft rings over � and ' respectively and let ��, �� be a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, �� to �C5, %�. Then the following holds true: 

(i) If �5n��� * �&����  for all �	�	'fgg	��5, �� , then ����5#, ����#  is a 

trivial idealistic vague soft ring over '.  

(ii) If ��5, ��  is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over � , then ����5#, ����# is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over '. 

(iii) If �C5, %�  is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over ' , then ��xy�C5#, �xy�%�# is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

(iv) If  C5h��� * ���� for all �	�	'fgg	�C5, %�, then ��xy�C5#, �xy�%�# is a 

whole idealistic vague soft ring over �. 

Proof.    

(i) Suppose ��, �� is a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, �� to �C5, %�. Then � is a mapping from � onto % and therefore ���� * %. Also, � is a 

ring homomorphism from � into '. Thus, the kernel of � is given by: Ker��� * ��	�	� ∶ 	���� * &��, where �&�� is the identity element of  ' . Now 

suppose that �5n��� * Ker��� for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. Then for all D	�	� and for 

all �	�	Supp	��5, ��,  ���5n#��� * � `�5n���a * ���� * �&��. 
Therefore,           	-���MY���� * 1 � (���MY���� * p1						if			�		�		Supp��5, �#,0																							otherwise. 
Hence by Definition 3.7 (i), ����5#, ����# is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring 

over '.                                                                                                                     ∎                      

 

(ii) Suppose that ��5, �# is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �. Then �5n��� * � for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. Therefore it follows that ���5n#��� * � `�5n���a * ���� * ' 

for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	��5, ��. 
Therefore,           	-���MY���� * 1 � (���MY���� * p1							if			�		�		Supp��5, �#,0																							otherwise. 
Hence, ����5#, ����# is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over '.                        ∎ 

 

(iii) Since ��, �� is a vague soft ring homomorphism from ��5, �� to �C5, %�, 
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 �: �	 → % and therefore �xy�%� * �. Also, � represents a ring homomorphism 

from � into ' and therefore �xy�&�� * �&��, where �&�� and �&�� are the identity 

elements of � and ' respectively. Now suppose that �C5, %� is a trivial idealistic 

vague soft ring over '. Then C5h��� * �&�� for all �	�	Supp	�C5, %�. Therefore we 

have,                             �xy�C5h#��� * �xy `C5h���a 

                                                           * �xy�&�� 
                                                           * �&�� 
for all D	�	� and for all �	�	Supp	�C5, %�. 
Therefore,  	-�����M�#��� * 1 � (�����M�#��� * p1						if			�		�		Supp�C5, %#,0																							otherwise. 
Hence, ��xy�C5#, �xy�%�# is a trivial idealistic vague soft ring over �.									       ∎     

      

(iv) Suppose that C5h��� * ���� for all�	�	Supp	�C5, %#. But � is a ring 

homomorphism from � into '. Therefore ���� * '. Then C5h��� * ���� * ' for 

all �	�	Supp	�C5, %�. By Definition 3.7 (ii) �C5, %� is a whole idealistic vague soft 

ring over '. Therefore it follows that: �xy�C5h#��� * �xy `C5h���a * �xy������ * � 

for all D	�	� dan �	�	Supp	�C5, %�.  
Thus,   	-�����M�#��� * 1 � (�����M�#��� * p1						if			�		�		Supp�C5, %#,0																							otherwise. 
Hence ��xy�C5#, �xy�%�# is a whole idealistic vague soft ring over �.                ∎    

      

                             

5 Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we introduced the novel concepts of idealistic vague soft rings and 

vague soft ring homomorphism. We also studied and discussed several properties 

related to these concepts. To extend this work, one could study the construction of 

vague soft quotient rings using the theory of vague soft sets.  
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